responsiveness to the background stimuli. This increase has been seen to last as long as 50 milliseconds.)

The extra stimulus can be applied in either of two ways: (a) electrically in the same direction as the background stimulation or (b) in the opposite direction. Under both conditions a response can be produced. In the first case the response varies in height as the extra stimulus varies in its time relations with respect to the stimuli of the high frequency background. This indicates that the response is dependent upon the summation of stimuli and accords with the observations of Bugnard and Hill. When the two sets of stimuli are opposed in direction a full-sized response is produced with great regularity. Obviously summation of stimuli plays no part here, and the probable factors concerned will be discussed below.

**Discussion**

We can, therefore, present the following potential picture which describes the decreased effectiveness of stimuli applied at rates on the order of 2,500 per second: (1) The response to these high rates of stimulation is largely but not completely abolished. (2) This decreased response is partly due to a decreased excitability at the stimulating electrodes, since the response can be increased by raising the strength of the high frequency stimuli or by summatin an extra shock with the background excitation. (3) The decreased excitability which obtains at the high frequency electrodes is not present elsewhere on the nerve, since extra stimuli of normal strength applied through other electrodes can produce practically full-sized responses. Furthermore, the decreased excitability at the high frequency electrodes is localized in the region of the cathode, since an extra just supermaximal shock applied at the electrodes carrying the high frequency stimulus, but reversed in electrical sense, produces almost a full response.

From the foregoing picture the decreased effectiveness of high rates of stimulation can be explained on the basis of two factors: refractoriness and cathodal depression, as suggested by Bugnard and Hill. At any one time most of the fibers are refractory to successive stimuli of the series. The ineffective stimuli, therefore, produce a cathodal depression such as was described by Gildemeister and by Erlanger and Blair. Our observations are in accord with the conclusions of Bugnard and Hill (p. 424) that "shocks which are ineffective owing to falling in the refractory period, nevertheless depress the excitability and extend the refractory state," and also that extra shocks applied through the same electrodes and in the same sense electrically are effective only when they summate with background stimuli. Bugnard and Hill, however, conclude that an extra shock "in the opposite electrical sense, raises the excitability and shortens the refractory state" (p. 424) and postulate that such a shock does not itself excite but enables the next following background stimulus to become effective. Although such a condition may exist in alternating high frequency stimulation, it does not occur when an extra reversed shock is applied against a background of unidirectional stimulation as in the present experiments. Oscillograph records of the time relations show, on the contrary, that the large response following the extra stimulus is produced by the latter and not by the succeeding background stimulus. We have furthermore tested, both at the anode and at the cathode, the excitability of the nerve immediately after 30 or more seconds of high frequency stimulation. At the cathode the response to a maximal testing shock does not reach full height until after 10 to 12 seconds, while at the anode there has been almost no change in excitability and the response to the testing shock is nearly maximal immediately after the background stimulation is removed. We therefore conclude that with high rates of stimulation the local depression is confined to the region of the cathode, so that an extra reversed stimulus is effective because the anodal region is not significantly depressed.

**Summary**

Observations of individual action potentials during high frequency stimulation show that the failure to excite, in so far as it is not due to refractoriness, depends upon a localized depression at the cathode which may last for a considerable period after the stimulation has been discontinued. Excitability of all other regions of the nerve, including that at the high frequency anode, is not significantly altered.

McKeeN Cattell

Department of Physiology, Harry Grundfest
Cornell University Medical College, New York City

*Bugnard and Hill use the term 'refractory state' for a local decrease in excitability owing to a combination of the effects of refractory period and local excitatory change.*
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Three Important New Books

Dole—Principles of Experimental and Theoretical Electrochemistry

By MALCOLM DOLE, Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University. International Chemical Series. 536 pages, $5.00.

Describes the principles of experimental and theoretical electrochemistry from the modern, mathematical-electrical point of view. The author discusses classical electrochemistry and the newer fields of electric moments, molecular rays, Debye solution theory, quantum mechanical theories, etc. Special attention is paid to recent advances in the fields of conductance, measurements and theory, transference numbers, and the mathematical theory of Debye and Hückel. The approach is new in that the author defines electrochemistry as that body of knowledge accumulated through the application of electric instruments and electric measuring devices, of electric and magnetic fields, etc., to the solution of the problems of chemistry.

Henderson and Fernelius—A Course in Inorganic Preparations

By WILLIAM E. HENDERSON, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, and W. CONARD FERNELIUS, Assistant Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, The Ohio State University. International Chemical Series. 186 pages. In press.

These exercises in the preparation of pure compounds constitute an introductory course to advanced or graduate courses in inorganic chemistry. The material is organized around definite methods of procedure. Inorganic Preparations is not a recipe book; it seeks to broaden the student's knowledge of systematic inorganic chemistry, to provide training in the methods and technique of preparing pure inorganic substances, and to cultivate the habit of referring to original sources. Fundamental operations are stressed, and each step in the exercises is amplified by an adequate discussion of the principles involved.

Snodgrass—Principles of Insect Morphology


The chief importance of this new book is that it brings together in one volume a large body of significant material which is otherwise to be obtained only in widely scattered scientific journals, written in many languages. Designed as a guide to insect structures, the book presents the latest developments and ideas on insect morphology (including embryology and histology) and physiology. After a general review of the interrelated structures of annelids and arthropods, the book takes up the individual parts and appendages of the insect body and the internal system of organs.

Send for copies on approval

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 West 42nd Street, New York
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DON'T Discard the Handle
*When the Blade is Dulled!*

The user of the Beaver Dissecting Knife buys the handle ONCE.

Thereafter, when his work calls for a new blade, or for a blade of different shape, he has the equivalent of a brand new knife at a cost of less than 13¢.

<table>
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<tr>
<th>HANDLES</th>
<th>BLADES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forged from stainless steel. Can not peel, corrode, or discolor. Good for a lifetime.</td>
<td>Hollow ground— with the keenest edge known to surgical steel. Four shapes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each . . . . $1.00</td>
<td>Dozen . . . . $1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRIAL SET including one handle, six assorted blades and dummy (for practise) sent on approval for $1.75.

CAMBOSCO SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Box S WAWERLEY, MASS. U. S. A.
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**LOLAG IMMERSION HEATERS**

*Put Heat Where You Want It*

Flexible, sheathed in annealed copper, these heaters can be bent to distribute heat symmetrically throughout bath or vessel.

Their low heat capacity insures immediate response: as soon as the current is turned on, the heaters begin their work.

Amino LoLag heaters are available in lengths up to 11 ft., and in ratings from 50 to 2000 watts. They are made in both copper and steel sheaths, for immersion in water, oil, and many other liquids.

*Ask for Bulletin 1500*

American Instrument Co., Inc.
774-776 Girard St., N.W. Washington, D. C.

---

**"POSTLIP"**

*(No. 622 MILL)*

**ENGLISH FILTER PAPERS**

Manufactured in
**ANNUALLY INCREASING QUANTITIES**
for upwards of 50 years.

White and Grey Plain, Antique, Crinkled, and Embossed

Pure Filterings for Laboratory Work and in quantities for all industrial purposes

See Report of TESTS made by The National Physical Laboratory, a copy of which will be sent on application, together with free samples if required.

Evans, Adlard & Co., Ltd.
POSTLIP MILLS,
WINCHCOMBE, CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND.

---

**FILE**

*Your Supplies and Apparatus*

**The SCHWARTZ WAY**

FILES ALL SIZES OF CONTAINERS
From a Small Vial to a Gallon

You locate articles instantly
You find them in A1 condition
You avoid duplicating

Send for complete Illustrated catalog, also Showing entirely New Type

Laboratory Benches and Desks, with net prices

SCHWARTZ SECTIONAL SYSTEM
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

---
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An American-Made Giemsa Stain,

using American dyes and American solvents

Continued satisfied patronage encourages us in our efforts in introducing our GIEMSA STAIN made after the original method described by Giemsa in Deutsche med. Wochenschrift, No. 31, p. 1026, 1905.

We are supplying American scientists with an efficient stain marketed at a price that is reasonable by virtue of neither excessive cost of custom duty fees nor high priced unfavorable foreign exchange:

Fifty grams for $2.00.

Gradwohl Laboratories
3514 Lucas Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri

**LAMOTTE BLOOD CHEMISTRY SERVICE**

This LaMotte Service includes a series of simple outfits for conducting the following accurate tests:


Prices and information sent on request.

LAMOTTE CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CO.
418 Light Street
Baltimore, Md.

---

"POINTOLITE" LAMPS

The light from the "Pointolite" Lamp comes from a very small, white-hot bead of tungsten. As the bead remains in a fixed position after the lamp is started, it can be placed right at the focus of a condensing lens or other optical system. There is no flicker; the field of illumination is distributed evenly; and the lamp requires no attention whatever after starting.

"Pointolite" Lamps are giving excellent results in many lines of scientific and laboratory work — particularly in conjunction with photomicrographic outfits, projection microscopes, photometers, galvanometers, etc. For d.c. circuits "Pointolite" Lamps are made in 30, 100, 500 and 1000 c.p. sizes, while for alternating current we have the 150 c.p. lamp here illustrated.

Write for descriptive Bulletin 1280-S.

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.
ELECTRICAL and SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
1211-13 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

---

**HELLIGE MIXWELL**

RED or WHITE 90c.

Quantity discounts on request.

HELLIGE INCORPORATED
179 East 87th Street, New York

---

Bacteriologist — A.B. in Biology, A.M. in Anatomy and Genetics, Ph.D. in Anatomy. Ten years' experience in teaching and administration, excellent research record. Desire appointment for coming year in these or cognate fields. Free immediately.

Address "D.G.W.", c/o SCIENCE,
3941 Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y.
ELECTRIC SODIUM LAMP

FOR MULTIPLE USE

HIGH INTENSITY 50 to 100 times higher than Sodium burner.

Constant Readiness Simplicity of Manipulation

No flickering, no gas discharges.

The scope of Polarimetry, Refractometry and Spectroscopy is greatly enhanced by this new source of light.

Price $50.16 complete for 110 V. D.C. or A.C.

f.o.b. New York

CARL ZEISS, INC.